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Leman: Science Today in Verse

Science Today in Verse
Hope Leman, Samaritan Health Services
Today’s Science News July 26, 2011
I surfed the Web to learn what’s new,
And here is what I found for you.
Warriors engaged in strife
Experienced loss of limbs and life
It’s been determined beyond doubt
That wearing armor wore them out,
And being bushed and out of breath
Left fighters prey to early death.
We now know it’s hard to wield
Weapons on the battlefield
With any notable success
When one is armored to excess
And that is why in English lore
The Frenchmen lost at Agincourt
A big surprise, reported here,
From Saturn’s frigid atmosphere
A fume of water that somehow
Escaped detection until now.
For heart attacks we’ve found some traits
That influence survival rates:
NIH advises that
We should avoid becoming fat.
If you want to be robust,
Consuming fiber is a must.
The brains of mice demand deep sleep
If memories they are to keep.
Research shows that deep sea slugs
Assist mankind by eating bugs.
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A human at the age of three
Is kinder than a chimpanzee,
But humans at the age of two
Resemble creatures in a zoo.
Still, that may be an artifact
And not the way your children
act.
High above us midst the stars
Exploring Jupiter and Mars,
A spaceship by the name of Dawn
Resolutely rambles on,
Confidently self-propelled
Puffs of xenon gas expelled
I am very pleased to find
That fourteen nations have combined
To study the potato’s genes.
Just think what this joint effort means!
The genome’s secrets that they find
May be of help to all mankind!!
Antarctica in ’62:
An undersea volcano blew.
This huge event still has no name,
But it sure happened, all the same.
The ship that carries crews in space
Is quite a cramped and smelly place.
Studying snow leopards has taught
Researchers they’re hard to spot
And on that note I’m off to bed
With all that science in my head.
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